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PRODUITS OU MACHINES
SAINT-GOBAIN GLASS    COMFORT          
        The SAINT-GOBAIN GLASS COMFORT family comprises those glass products which have been developed especially with thermal and acoustic
insulation in mind. Their function spans both commercial and residential applications equally effectively in New Build as in Refurbishments. 
         Installed into windows and facades, both single and double glazing options allow thermal insulation during the cooler seasons, protection from
overheating during warm periods, energy savings in heating systems, air conditioning and artificial lighting, the protection of the environment and
insulation against outside noise.

SAINT-GOBAIN GLASS    DESIGN          
        The variety within the SAINT-GOBAIN GLASS DESIGN product family allows for new and innovative interior design solutions. Whether
transparent, translucent or opaque, each product can be used on its own for a particular application, or combined with further products in the range. 
         As well as their obvious esthetical properties, products within the SAINT-GOBAIN GLASS DESIGN family can respond equally well to current
demand for both security and thermal insulation requirements. 
 

SAINT-GOBAIN GLASS    VISION          
        Products in the SAINT-GOBAIN GLASS VISION family have been especially designed to encompass flexible vision control, the manipulation of
natural light and improved transparency. 
         Both light and clarity can be harnessed for architectural and commercial applications as much as for residential or interior design applications. 
 

SAINT-GOBAIN GLASS    SYSTEM          
        The SAINT-GOBAIN GLASS SYSTEMS family offers fitting solutions to one of the most noted trends in contemporary architecture: the use of
glass as a structural element.  
         This extends to both system components and complete, ready-to-install systems within the SAINT-GOBAIN GLASS SYSTEMS range. 
         Fabrication, processing and assembly technologies also offer great freedom during the conception of innovative projects. 
 

SAINT-GOBAIN GLASS    PROTECT          
        The level of safety and security now demanded in the building industry is of prime importance. Indeed, the protection of human life is a primary
objective for us all. Modern glasses must be able to resist external impacts whilst protecting individuals internally. 
         The wide rage of functional products within the SAINT-GOBAIN GLASS PROTECT family allows the effective management and protection from
the associated risks of accidents, break-ins, vandalism or of fire. 
 

SAINT-GOBAIN GLASS    CLEAN            
        Designed specifically with ‘ease of use´ in mind, the SAINT-GOBAIN GLASS CLEAN family comprises of self-cleaning glass. By both greatly
reducing and facilitating cleaning, the products are equally well suited to the residential and commercial sectors.
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